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Abstract— This paper proposes a hierarchical fault injection emulation framework tailored to the structure of complex and large application-specific circuits, that performs vulnerability analysis of the system for single event upsets (SEUs) at different design granularities in real-time. In particular, the framework allows for efficient probabilistic modelling of the SEU impact, making it particularly applicable for hardware-accelerated approximate applications such as multimedia, computer vision and image/signal processing, due to its high processing speed and real-time capabilities. The framework is emulated on an FPGA-based platform and evaluated using a depth computation kernel, both in standalone manner as well as within a robotic obstacle avoidance application.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft errors have become an increasingly worrying issue for embedded hardware systems. Usually modeled as single event upsets (SEUs), these adverse phenomena cause the value of a signal to be temporarily inverted, which, if registered, can lead to undesired results at the application level [1]. Emerging research suggests that the output of many applications that rely on approximate algorithms such as computer vision, remain tolerable even when affected by upsets during operation [2]. These applications, by nature, typically produce outputs that are computed based on dynamic input and feedback, and approximate computational kernels as well as type and amount of input data. Such applications are typically employed in embedded and cyber-physical systems, and as such the need for reliable and secure operation is ensured by techniques such as redundancy and hardening; however, this can often lead to prohibitive costs in terms of area, complexity, performance and energy budget. As such, there is evident need to understand the impact of soft errors on the targeted application output, in an effort to budget only the necessary hardware resources for radiation hardening or redundancy. Hence, traditional simulation-based fault-injection methods for vulnerability analysis methods become impractical, as a large amount of input data is required to cover as many conditions as possible, and under different scenarios, in order to get accurate statistical results which increases the required time for analysis.

There is an abundance of relevant research works that attempt to study circuit vulnerability in the presence of SEUs. The majority of these works focus on high-level simulation and fault modeling using state transition models, formal and mathematical models, technology models, and application-specific workloads. While simulation-based techniques can provide high controllability and observability, they are time consuming techniques especially for large circuits [3]. In contrast, emulation-based fault injection techniques can be used as an alternative way to speed up the fault injection campaigns and provide good observability and controllability [4-8]. Nonetheless, the study of fault injection requirements for probabilistic approximate applications has received little attention. However, existing emulation based techniques incur either prohibitive times for large input data streams or require a lot of memory which may not be available on portable embedded platforms.

Our previous work [9] demonstrated how the severity of SEUs can change at different application layers thus emphasizing the need for hierarchical vulnerability analysis. Here, we therefore propose an emulation-based hierarchical fault injection mechanism that can provide a complete coarse-to-fine vulnerability analysis for very large circuits with long workloads. Through this hierarchical approach we address the problem of rapid but selective fault injection in a scalable manner, while also being able to model different fault-injection rates at different granularities. These features allow the framework to perform vulnerability analysis for circuits used for approximate applications, where both the use and the output of a component occur probabilistically based on the input data. The fault injection mechanism has been implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platform as a custom circuit, and it is capable to achieve very high fault injection rates in order to get accurate and real-time statistical results. The proposed mechanism is capable of identifying the most sensitive components and subsequently most sensitive registers and bits of these components dynamically. In addition, the system is standalone and does not require interfacing with a host PC neither the fault locations to be pre-stored as they are dynamically generated and injected based on a probabilistic model.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of existing emulation-based fault injection approaches. Section III outlines the proposed hierarchical fault injection mechanism. Section IV presents the experimental platform and analysis results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. EMULATION-BASED RELATED WORK

Our focus in this paper is on emulation-based fault injection techniques. Such techniques are either reconfiguration based [4] or use a specific circuit [5-8]. In the first case, the fault is implemented within the application circuit and is loaded on the reconfigurable hardware platform (e.g. FPGA) as part of the implementation. Although that limits area overheads, the fault injection speed is a limiting factor, since the design needs to be reconfigured and re-loaded (or through partial reconfiguration) after the injection of a new
fault. Circuit-based techniques are more suitable when speed is required, as they implement the circuit-under-analysis (CUA) and the fault injection mechanism on the same fabric. The downside is the associated hardware overhead. A circuit-based fault injection framework can be built with a number of different ways, either via collaboration with a host PC or fully autonomous in hardware. The former is flexible but very time consuming and restricts the full exploitation of the hardware platform. In the latter case the entire fault injection list (location and time) needs to be saved on the FPGA memory [8], or an exhaustive fault injection needs to be performed. Further, these techniques utilize scan-chains, and thus performance is inversely proportional of the workload length [5]. In contrast to existing works, the proposed framework offers probabilistic fault distribution over the target system design at different levels of granularity. In addition, as we only use FPGA technology as an emulation engine for analysis purposes in this work, we assume that faults can occur only in the emulated design, in contrast to existing works, such as [10-11], which study the vulnerability of the SRAM-based FPGA fabric.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

In this section we describe the concept and the hierarchical-architecture of hardware implemented algorithms. In addition, we will show the design of the overall proposed fault injection framework which is optimized to this hierarchical structure in order to perform fast fault injection experiments and rapidly determine the most SEU sensitive components, registers and bits of a system.

A. Hardware-Realized Algorithms and Applications.

A typical structure of hardware-based algorithms (Fig 1-a) can be abstracted at five basic levels of hierarchy (focusing only on the memory elements): Flip-Flop (FF) which corresponds to all memory bits, Register (REG) corresponding to groups of bits, Component (CMP) corresponding to groups of registers, System (SYS) which correspond to group of components that constitute the hardware realized algorithm, and Application (APP) level that uses the hardware-realized algorithm as a kernel. These applications typically compute data in frequent time intervals (computing windows) to obtain a meaningful output. This distinguishes them from traditional applications where a result may be produced at every cycle.

B. Proposed Fault Injection Framework

The proposed Fault Injection Mechanism (FIM) is tailored to the hierarchical nature of hardware-implemented algorithms and allows the designers to restrict the injection of faults at different layers of the hierarchy of the system thus offering analysis at different granularity. The FIM consists of four different fault injection sub mechanisms, as shown in Fig.1-b. We briefly describe them here but more details can be in [9]. The first mechanism controls the soft error rate (SER) and determines how frequently the signal FI (fault_inject) should be asserted (which initiates the injection of a fault). The selection of a component where the fault will be injected is done by the component selection mechanism by asserting the appropriate signal injectC of the selected component. Concurrently, the register selection mechanism asserts the corresponding signal injectR inside the selected component which targets a single register. At the same time the bit that will be inverted from that register is selected through the bit selection mechanism. All selection mechanisms utilize variations of the basic structure shown in the Fig. 1-c which consists of a counter, an LFSR and a decoder. The mechanism operates in four different modes to allow analysis at the desired abstraction level:

1. System mode: Faults are injected randomly to all the memory bits of the system to determine the overall impact of SEUs to the system and application level.

2. Component mode: Faults are injected randomly to all the memory bits of a single component to determine the impact of each component at the system and application level.

3. Register mode: Faults are injected randomly to all the memory bits of a single register to determine the impact of each register at the system and application level.

4. Bit mode: Faults are injected exclusively to a single bit to determine its impact at the system and application level.

The benefits offered to the designers by the hierarchical SEU evaluation are twofold. Firstly, it provides the capability to perform the fault injection experiments at different granularities. Thus, the designers may choose to identify and protect either the most critical components, registers or bits depending on the hardware overhead, reliability factor, and power constraints of the CUA. Another benefit is that through this hierarchical analysis, the FIM provides a faster way to detect the critical bits. A traditional approach in order to find the critical bits of the system injects a fault at a single memory bit each time, and then tracks its effect on the system and application level. Once the effect of this memory bit has been determined, they inject a fault to another memory bit and repeat the same process. This must be performed for all memory bits in the system in order to find the criticality of each memory bit. Hence, as the complexity is proportional to the total bits in the circuit, this process becomes prohibitive for very large circuits with long workloads. However, our framework takes advantage the fact that many faults may not propagate to the output of the system. In other words, components and registers may not have an impact to the output of the system, thus they are excluded for the bit analysis. Starting from component level, our framework injects faults at the components of the system and then tracks their effect to the output of the system. From this fault injection campaign, many components, that do not affect the output, can be excluded from the next analysis at the lower level. This is repeated for the registers and bits of the system, in order to exclude resilient bits, thus avoiding injecting faults to all bits.
C. Framework Flexibility

The sensitivity of a system node against SEUs is determined by either its functionality or by its size. It is necessary to factor in both cases in order to provide the means for accurate analysis. To do so we implement two different probability models that impact how faults are injected in the system. The component weighted version identifies critical components based on their functionality, whereas the bit-weighted version also identifies critical components based on their size as well. The two different approaches can be used to also test the system at different granularity levels.

1) Component Weighted

In the component weighted version of the mechanism the probability that a fault will be injected to a component is the same for all the components in the system irrespective of the total number of bits in each component. Hence, faults are injected with different probabilities at each FF but with the same probability at each component. We implement a circuit that distributes faults in equal probability using a single LFSR. As shown in the Fig. 2-a, the length of the LFSR is equal to the logarithm of the number of components \(N_C\), in the system. Thus, the LFSR generates a specific number for each component and a decoder is used to activate the fault injection mechanism of each component so that faults are injected. Under this scheme (Fig. 2-a) the probability \(P_{FF}^{ci}\) of a flip-flop in register \(R_i\) within component \(C_i\) to be injected with a fault is proportional to the number of bits \(N_B^i\) in each register \(R_i\) and number of registers \(N_R^i\) in each component \(C_i\) as shown in (1). The probability \(P_{FF}^{ci}\) of a component \(C_i\) being injected with a fault is the same as shown in (1).

\[
P_{FF}^{ci} = \frac{1}{N_C} \times \frac{1}{N_R} \times \frac{1}{N_B} \implies P_{FF}^{ci} = \frac{1}{N_C} \quad (1)
\]

2) Bit Weighted

In the previous approach the number of bits contained in each component is not considered and thus the probability of a fault to be injected is the same for all the components. However, the probability of a fault to be injected on a single component depends on the number of registers and flip-flops therein. Hence, the modified bit weighted version of this mechanism also considers the number of bits contained in each component so that faults are injected with a different probability at each component but with the same probability in each flip flop. An LFSR is used that has the same length as the total number of bits in the system. A range is selected for each component depending on how many bits it has over the total amount and whenever the LFSR-generated number falls into that range, it is selected. Similarly the same process is followed for the registers in the system. As a result, in this version (Fig. 2-b), the probability \(P_{FF}^{ri}\) for each flip flop in the system to be injected with a fault is equal, 1 over the total number of bits, as shown in (2). The LFSR length increases logarithmically; resulting in important hardware savings.

\[
P_{FF}^{ri} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_C} N_R^i N_B^i} \implies P_{FF}^{ci} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_C} N_B^i} \quad (2)
\]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

The framework is emulated on a Kintex-7 FPGA platform and evaluated using a disparity estimation (DE) kernel, both in standalone manner as well as within an obstacle avoidance application. The fault injection mechanism was implemented alongside two instances of a hardware implementation of a disparity estimation algorithm (DE) [9]. One instance was injected with faults while the other instance was running fault-free. Both instances received the same camera feed and operate at the video rate which is much lower than the operational frequency achieved by the design (thus all operational conditions were identical). The percentage of affected pixels (error) is measured by comparing the two outputs. In addition, an obstacle avoidance (OA) algorithm is also implemented which decides the direction of movement based on the produced disparity map. More details can be found in [9]. For the OA we consider a wrongly computed output as a wrong decision regarding the direction. The architecture of the DE kernel is comprised of 12 major components, briefly listed here due to space limitations: an address generator (ag), a scan-line buffer (scnbf), serial-in parallel-out (dpn) register structure, the pixel cost units (pco&pcos), the box-filter (bfltr), a simple Winner-Takes-All (wta) minimization approach module, two multipliers (m4&m6), a summation unit (cs), and two synchronization units (s1 & s2). The OA module comprises of eight registers, eight adders, and a comparator. The total number of registers in the system is 1813 corresponding to ~130,000 flip-flops. The overall experimental approach is summarized in Fig. 3. We performed two different types of vulnerability analysis at each case; analysis at the component level (component-weighted and bit-weighted), and analysis at the register level (bit-weighted only), targeting individual registers of each component. We used ten fault injection rates, ranging from 0.0144% to 2.10%, for each emulation.

A. Component Level: Component- and Bit-Weighted Analysis

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, show the criticality (reflected in the percentage reduction of the quality of the output shown on the Y-axis) of each component, when faults are randomly injected within a component, and when faults are directed randomly in the component’s registers for the two case studies (DE and OA) respectively. The analysis is done for various fault injection rates (each bar corresponds to different fault rate). At the component-level, the framework can be used to extract vulnerability information regarding the components of the CUA, and determine their overall criticality and impact with regards to the quality of the output based both on their functionality (component-weighted) and size (bit-weighted approach). Clearly, for our case study, the address generator (ag) component shows the highest vulnerability, even at low fault rates, where an SEU can drastically impact the quality of the output of the DE and also affect the decision of the OA.
B. Register Level: Bit-Weighted Analysis

Among the most important parameters however in determining the vulnerability of a component, is also its size with regards to the system; for example, the box filter (bfltr) in our case, in the component-weighted emulation, seems among the most critical components. However, if we look each register of the entire DE module independently, the registers comprising the box filter may not be as critical as the component-weighted approach suggests. This happens because the component-weighted approach does not consider the size of a component and can thus underestimate the vulnerability of a large component while at the same time can overestimate the vulnerability of a small component. The proposed framework therefore, allows for detailed, fine-grain quantitative analysis, at all the registers of the entire module, by using the bit-weighted approach. Fig. 6 illustrates the criticality of the individual registers of the top three most critical components, sorted in terms of individual register vulnerability; address generator (ag), box filter (bfltr) and summation unit (cs). The results are shown for low fault injection rates (0.0144%), medium (0.1298%) and high (2.1%). We only show the top three components but results for all registers were obtained.

C. Overheads

We compare the hardware resources of the DE module with and without the fault injection mechanism, using a Kintex-7 FPGA. The fault injection framework requires approximately 45% extra LUTs and slice register resources, since for every register, a multiplexer is also required in addition to the fault injection mechanism. There a slight increase in the critical path (by the delay of 2-1 multiplexer), as faults are injected within at most 2 cycles.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a hierarchical fault injection emulation framework that can provide dynamic reliability analysis for hardware-accelerated approximate algorithms at different levels of granularity. Future work will focus on introducing component usage probabilities in the fault injection process to model the probabilistic nature of the approximate applications.
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